
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHATEAU MONCONTOUR 

VOUVRAY DEMI SEC 
 
                                        GRAPES: Chenin Blanc 

 

88  This demi-sec (off dry) means there is 
some initial roundness that makes it more 
attractive young. But the underlying acidity 
and the green plum flavor, along with an 
edge of tannin, all suggest some aging 
ability. RV - Wine Enthusiast   

   RECOMMANDED FOR: 

- Pizza - Dry sausages, ham, Turkey. 
- Fish or white meat with cream sauce 
- Oriental Dishes  
- Goat cheese - Fruit tart  
- Serve between 50 to 54°F 
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